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Abstract
The aim of the Universal Anaphora initiative is to push forward the state of the art in anaphora and anaphora
resolution by expanding the aspects of anaphoric interpretation which are or can be reliably annotated in anaphoric
corpora, producing unified standards to annotate and encode these annotations, delivering datasets encoded
according to these standards, and developing methods for evaluating models that carry out this type of interpretation.
Although several papers on aspects of the initiative have appeared, no overall description of the initiative’s goals,
proposals and achievements has been published yet except as an online draft. This paper aims to fill this gap, as
well as to discuss its progress so far.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the attention of the anaphoric in-
terpretation / coreference community in NLP has
started to turn to more complex cases of anaphora,
to genres, and to languages not represented in the
reference ONTONOTES dataset1 (Weischedel et al.,
2011; Pradhan et al., 2013). This trend is illus-
trated by research on anaphora whose interpreta-
tion requires some form of commonsense knowl-
edge, tested by benchmarks for the Winograd
Schema Challenge (Rahman and Ng, 2012; Liu
et al., 2017; Sakaguchi et al., 2020), or on pronom-
inal anaphors that cannot be resolved purely us-
ing gender, for which benchmarks such as GAP
have been developed (Webster et al., 2018). An-
other fruitful line of research has been devoted
to creating datasets covering genres other than
news, such as conversation (Muzerelle et al.,
2014; Uryupina et al., 2020; Khosla et al., 2021;
Yu et al., 2022a), literature (Bamman et al., 2020)
or scientific articles (Cohen et al., 2017).

Further research has been carried out on as-
pects of anaphoric interpretation beyond identity
anaphora that are covered by datasets such as AR-
RAU (Poesio et al., 2018; Uryupina et al., 2020)
GUM (Zeldes, 2017) and GENTLE (Aoyama et al.,
2023) for English, the Prague Dependency Tree-
bank (Nedoluzhko, 2013) for Czech, and ANCORA

1https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/
LDC2013T19

for Catalan and Spanish (Recasens and Martí,
2010). These include bridging reference (Clark,
1977; Hou et al., 2018; Hou, 2020; Yu and Poesio,
2020; Kobayashi and Ng, 2021), discourse deixis
(Webber, 1991; Marasović et al., 2017; Kolhatkar
et al., 2018) or split-antecedent anaphora (Eschen-
bach et al., 1989; Vala et al., 2016; Zhou and Choi,
2018; Yu et al., 2020, 2021; Paun et al., 2023).

The Universal Anaphora initiative, or UA,2 was
launched in 2020 to coordinate these efforts to
push forward the state of the art in anaphora re-
search. The initiative, modelled on Universal De-
pendencies,3 aims to achieve this by expanding
the aspects of anaphoric interpretation which are
or can be reliably annotated in anaphoric corpora,
producing unified standards to annotate and en-
code these annotations, delivering datasets en-
coded according to these standards, and develop-
ing methods for evaluating this type of interpreta-
tion. In parallel, the COREFUD project was also
launched, with the related aim of developing stan-
dards for adding anaphoric information to corpora
annotated according to Universal Dependencies
(Nedoluzhko et al., 2022). These two initiatives
have since collaborated closely, particularly on the
UA scorer (Yu et al., 2023).4

Although several papers on aspects of the UA

2http://www.universalanaphora.org
3https://universaldependencies.org/
4We should also mention that an ISO standard for

reference exists (International Organization for Stan-
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initiative have appeared (Khosla et al., 2021; Yu
et al., 2022a, 2023; Paun et al., 2023), no descrip-
tion of its goals and proposals has been published
yet except the original online document from De-
cember 2020.5 This paper aims to fill this gap, as
well as discussing the progress since then, thus
serving as a sort of road map to the variety of exist-
ing resources and ideas, highlighting where further
progress is needed.

The structure of the paper is as follows. The
objectives of Universal Anaphora are discussed in
Section 2. Next, we discuss in detail the develop-
ments concerning these objectives: the proposed
coverage (Section 3), the two proposals concern-
ing markup developed since 2020 (Section 4), and
the Universal Anaphora scorer (Section 7). We
also briefly summarize the objectives and achieve-
ments of COREFUD (Section 6). We then discuss
the activities of the initiative since 2020, including
the three shared tasks organized and the reposito-
ries. Finally, we report on the key discussions on
markup and scoring held as part of the initiative,
and discuss open issues.

2. Objectives

The proponents of UA were very much aware
that there is at still only partial agreement on the
anaphoric phenomena that should be covered by
such a scheme, and on the details of how they
should be annotated (Zaenen, 2006; Poesio et al.,
2016; Zeldes, 2022; Poesio et al., 2024).

As a result, more modest initial objectives were
set. First of all, to catalogue the aspects of
anaphoric reference annotated in the great num-
ber of existing projects worldwide. Second, to
come up with an agreed-upon markup scheme
that could be used to encode such anaphoric in-
formation; this would in turn enable the creation
of a collection of corpora all encoded using the
same scheme. Third, and crucially, to develop
a scorer extending the reference CONLL scorer
(Pradhan et al., 2014) and able to evaluate the in-
terpretation not just of identity anaphora, but also
of the other aspects of anaphoric interpretation in-
cluded in the coverage, such as the identification
of split-antecedent plurals, non-referring expres-
sions, bridging reference, and discourse deixis.

dardization, 2019). The standard does not catalogue
anaphoric reference phenomena in great detail, fo-
cusing instead primarily on the specification of a TEI-
compatible XML markup format, but this latter is based
on the same conceptual framework for (anaphoric) ref-
erence assumed here.

5https://github.com/UniversalAnaphora/
UniversalAnaphora/blob/main/documents/
Universal_Anaphora_1_0___Proposal_for_
Discussion.pdf

The hope was that, as with Universal Dependen-
cies, these initial developments would prove use-
ful starting points for further discussion on the an-
notation schemes as well. These objectives have
largely been achieved; we discuss them in turn in
the following Sections.

3. Aspects of anaphoric reference
covered by Universal Anaphora

The specification of the aspects of anaphoric refer-
ence to be covered by Universal Anaphora in the
original proposal was designed (i) to cover all as-
pects of anaphoric information currently annotated
in existing projects (see (Poesio et al., 2016) for a
review and (Nedoluzhko et al., 2021) for a detailed
discussion of which aspects are covered by which
corpora) (ii) identifying some of these aspects as
required, but (iii) without requiring all projects to an-
notate all of this information, and (iv) leaving room
for future extensions (e.g., to cover ellipsis).

3.1. The definition of markable
The first aspect to consider is what is to be counted
as ‘anaphoric expression’ or markable6. In Univer-
sal Anaphora 1.0, it is assumed that markables are
defined on syntactic grounds but no further restric-
tions are specified, because differences remain,
as illustrated by the following examples.

Reference and generic terms In corpora such
as ONTONOTES, a hybrid approach to reference
with generic terms is adopted. Generic refer-
ence using pronouns and nominals to generic an-
tecedents, as in (1), is annotated; but generic ref-
erence via bare plurals, as in (2), is not.

(1) [Meetings]i are most productive when
[they]i are held in the morning. [Those
meetings]i, however, generally have the
worst attendance.

(2) Allergan Inc. said it received approval to
sell the PhacoFlex intraocular lens, the first
foldable silicone lens available for [cataract
surgery]i. The lens’ foldability enables it
to be inserted in smaller incisions than are
now possible for [cataract surgery]i.

In ARRAU and in GUM, on the other end, all of these
types of coreference are uniformly annotated. Uni-
versal Anaphora 1.0 does not legislate on whether
/ which generic references should be annotated,
but it allows for an attribute encoding this infor-
mation such as ARRAU’s GENERIC attribute on
the core layer of the Universal Anaphora scheme,
Identity (see Section 4).

6The term ’mention’ is also used in this sense, e.g. in
the CorefUD initiative.
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Reference and prenominal modification An-
other difference between the definition of mark-
ables in existing corpora is whether identity be-
tween references to kinds expressed as bare nom-
inals in premodifier position, as in (3), is anno-
tated. Such premodifier nominals are considered
as markables in both ARRAU and GUM/GENTLE,
whereas in ONTONOTES only proper nouns are
treated as markables (e.g. Hong Kong govern-
ment can contain a reference to Hong Kong).

(3) Even the volatility created by [stock]i index
arbitrage and other computer-driven trad-
ing strategies isn’t entirely bad, in Mr. Con-
nolly’s view.For the long-term investor who
picks [stocks]i carefully, …

Again, UA 1.0 does not legislate on this issue, but
prenominal markables are currently allowed (and
included in the datasets in the current Universal
Anaphora collection, see Section 5).

Discontinuous markables Agreement is still
lacking on how to annotate many aspects of
anaphoric reference in dialogue. One such aspect
that was extensively discussed during the devel-
opment of the Universal Anaphora format and in
connection with the shared tasks, ultimately lead-
ing to revisions to the Universal Anaphora scorer,
is the fact that in dialogue referential expressions
often cannot be clearly associated with contiguous
syntactic constituents. Such discontinuous mark-
ables are exemplified, for instance, by (4) (from the
trains subset of the ARRAU corpus (Poesio et al.,
2024)), where the referring expression a tanker ...
of orange juice is started by M in u1, interrupted by
S’s acknowledgment in u2, and completed in u3.

(4)
u1 M [a tanker
u2 S yeah
u3 M of orange juice]

Universal Anaphora 1.0 is agnostic as to whether
discontinuous markables should be allowed in
a corpus or not, but the markup should be de-
signed to support the representation in Universal
Anaphora format of corpora that do contain them,
and the scorer should be able to evaluate systems
performing anaphora resolution in such datasets,
as discussed later in the paper.

Zero anaphors such as ∅ in (5) are one of the
most common forms of anaphoric reference in lan-
guages which allow unrealized arguments such as
Arabic, Chinese, Czech, Italian, or Japanese.

(5) [IT] [Giovanni]i è in ritardo, così [∅]i mi ha
chiesto se posso incontrarlo al cinema.
[EN] [John]i is late so [he]i asked me if I
can meet him at the movies. ((Poesio et al.,
2016), ex. 9, p. 29)

Zero anaphora is annotated in Arabic and Chinese
ONTONOTES, as well as the ANCORA corpus for
Catalan and Spanish (Recasens and Martí, 2010),
the LIVEMEMORIES corpus for Italian (Rodriguez
et al., 2010), the NAIST corpus for Japanese (Iida
et al., 2017), the Prague Dependency Treebank
(Hajič et al., 2020) and Czech-English Depen-
dency Treebank (Nedoluzhko et al., 2016), among
others, but using different markup methods, some
of which assume the existence of other layers of
annotation, such as dependency structure.

Zero anaphora is included among the aspects
of anaphoric reference that should be covered by
Universal Anaphora 1.0, but without requiring cor-
pora to annotate it. Also, there are currently no
official specifications of how it should be encoded
in the markup, but the UA scorer only supports one
format, as discussed in Section 7.

3.2. Referring vs. non-referring
markables

Another difference between the definition of mark-
able in different corpora is whether only anaphoric
expressions are marked, or all nominal expres-
sions. In ONTONOTES, for instance, references to
entities only mentioned once (singletons) are not
annotated, and neither are expletives, the sub-
class of non-referring expressions consisting of
semantically vacuous noun phrases, such as it in
(6). On the other end, a second sub-class of non-
referring expressions, predicate nominals such
as a busy place in (6), were annotated. Single-
tons, expletives and predicate nominals have all
been annotated in more recent corpora.

(6) [It] seems to be [a busy place]

The Universal Anaphora 1.0 specification recom-
mended to mark all nominal phrases, and option-
ally to include in the Identity layer an attribute
(SemType) specifying whether a nominal phrase
is referring, predicative, or an expletive. Such at-
tribute is used by the UA scorer to evaluate a sys-
tem’s ability to recognize non-referring nominals.

3.3. Anaphoric relations
Identity Anaphora Most modern anaphoric an-
notation projects cover basic identity anaphora as
in (7). UA 1.0 requires all cases of basic identity
anaphora to be marked in the Identity layer.

(7) [Mary]i bought [a new dress]j but [it]j didn’t
fit [her]i.

However, many other types of identity anaphora
exist and are annotated in other corpora. Split-
antecedent anaphors (Eschenbach et al., 1989;
Kamp and Reyle, 1993) are cases of plural iden-
tity anaphora as in (8), where plural anaphor they



refers to a set of two or more entities introduced
by separate noun phrases. Such references are
annotated in, e.g., ARRAU (Uryupina et al., 2020),
GUM (Zeldes, 2017), GENTLE (Aoyama et al., 2023)
and Phrase Detectives (Poesio et al., 2019).

(8) [John]1 met [Mary]2. [He]1 greeted [her]2.
[They]1,2 went to the movies.

Split-antecedent plural reference was not evalu-
ated by the Reference Coreference Scorer (Prad-
han et al., 2014). UA 1.0 does not require for such
cases to be annotated, but the markup allows them
to be encoded, and the scorer can evaluate their
interpretation, as discussed below.

Discourse deixis In ONTONOTES, event
anaphora, a subtype of discourse deixis (Web-
ber, 1991; Kolhatkar et al., 2018) is marked, as
exemplified by that in (9), which refers to the event
of a white rabbit with pink ears running past Alice;
but abstract anaphors such as this, which refers
to the fact that the Rabbit was able to talk, are not.
A more extensive annotation of event anaphora is
found in corpora such as the multi-sentence AMR
corpus (O’Gorman et al., 2018) and more complex
discourse deictic references are marked in, e.g.,
ANCORA and ARRAU.

(9) ... when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink
eyes ran close by her. There was nothing
so VERY remarkable in [that]; nor did Alice
think it so VERY much out of the way to
hear the Rabbit say to itself, ’Oh dear! Oh
dear! I shall be late!’ (when she thought it
over afterwards, it occurred to her that she
ought to have wondered at [this], but at the
time it all seemed quite natural); ....

Universal Anaphora 1.0 does not require dis-
course deixis to be annotated, but it specifies that
discourse deixis should be annotated in a sepa-
rate layer, but following the same markup format
as for other types of identity anaphora (see Sec-
tion 4) so that the scorer can evaluate discourse
deixis using the same metrics as for other types of
identity anaphora, as discussed in Section 7.

Non-identity anaphora Possibly the most stud-
ied case of non-identity anaphora is bridging ref-
erence or associative anaphora (Clark, 1977;
Hawkins, 1978; Prince, 1981) as in (10), where
bridging reference / associative anaphora the roof
refers to an object which is related to / associated
with, but not identical to, the hall.

In UA, marking bridging references is not manda-
tory, but the markup format allows for such types
of anaphoric reference to be encoded in a sepa-
rate layer, and the scorer can evaluate such types
of anaphoric reference. The layer for non-identity

anaphora is also used to encode other anaphora
such as the other in (11).

(10) There was not a moment to be lost: away
went Alice like the wind, and was just in
time to hear it say, as it turned a corner, ’Oh
my ears and whiskers, how late it’s getting!’
She was close behind it when she turned
the corner, but the Rabbit was no longer
to be seen: she found herself in [a long,
low hall, which was lit up by a row of lamps
hanging from [the roof]].

(11) There were doors all round the hall, but
they were all locked; and when Alice had
been all the way down [one side] and up
[the other], trying every door, she walked
sadly down the middle, wondering how she
was ever to get out again.

Identity of sense, as in one-anaphora, is ex-
emplified by John bought a red shirt, and Bill [a
blue one] (Poesio, 2016). In ARRAU and in GUM,
one-anaphora is marked as a type of non-identity
anaphora. This is the approach followed in Univer-
sal Anaphora 1.0 as well.

4. Markup

The markup format proposed in UA, called CONLL-
UA,7 is based on the CONLL-U-Plus tabular format
proposed in Universal Dependencies for corpora
containing additional linguistic annotations.8

The key modification is the introduction of new
layers devoted to the representation of anaphoric
information. The format specifies the following lay-
ers in addition to those defined in UD:

• Identity (required), specifying the–
possibly discontinuous–markables (noun
phrases, nominal modifiers, zeros, etc.),
and the entity a markable refers to in the
case of a referring markable (as in the
CONLL coreference scheme). In addition
to coreference information, this layer may
contain additional optional attributes spec-
ifying whether the markable is referring or
not (attribute SemType), and what its head
is (attribute Min). This layer is also used
for split antecedents, to indicate the set they
belong to.

• Bridging (optional), specifying the anchor,
its most recent mention, and, optionally, the
associative relation.

7https://github.com/UniversalAnaphora/
UniversalAnaphora/blob/main/documents/
UA_CONLL_U_Plus_proposal_v1.0.md

8https://universaldependencies.org/
ext-format.html
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• Discourse_Deixis (optional), whose mark-
ables specify the non-nominal antecedents of
discourse deixis, represented exactly as in the
Identity layer. This makes it possible to
adopt for discourse deixis the same metrics
used for identity anaphora.

• Nom_Sem (optional), for information about
nominal semantics not already included in the
CONLL-U layers - ontological category, gener-
icity, etc.

The CONLL-UA format was designed to provide a
way to specify anaphoric information independent
from other layers, but compatible with the UD for-
mat. However, at present the UD validation soft-
ware does not allow the UD-released datasets to
use the CONLL-U-Plus format. Thus, UA collabo-
rated with COREFUD to design a more ‘compact’
format that could be used to pack the anaphoric in-
formation representable in CONLL-UA in the ‘MISC’
column of the CONLL-U format, and is fully com-
patible with the Universal Dependencies. The two
formats are mutually interchangable, and the UA
scorer can read either format. The COREFUD for-
mat is discussed in Section 6.

5. The Universal Anaphora Datasets

5.1. Existing Datasets

A number of existing datasets have been con-
verted to CONLL-UA or the equivalent, more com-
pact COREFUD format. The copyright-free subcor-
pora of ARRAU and the Phrase Detectives corpora
are available from the Universal Anaphora GitHub.
17 datasets for 12 languages are available from
the COREFUD repository (see Section 6).

5.2. The CODI-CRAC 2022 Corpus

In addition, several new datasets are available
in CONLL-UA format from the Universal Anaphora
repository. Of these, the most widely used is the
CODI-CRAC 2022 corpus, created for the CODI-CRAC
Shared Task on anaphora resolution in dialogue
(see Section 8.1).

The corpus created for CODI-CRAC 2021 and
2022 consists of conversations from well-known
conversational datasets: the AMI corpus (Carletta,
2006), the LIGHT corpus (Urbanek et al., 2019),
the PERSUASION corpus (Wang et al., 2019) and
SWITCHBOARD (Godfrey et al., 1992). For each of
these datasets, documents for about 15K tokens
were annotated in 2021 for development accord-
ing to (an extended version of) the ARRAU anno-
tation scheme, and about the same number of to-
kens were annotated for testing. An additional 15K
of data were annotated in 2022 to create new test

sets for CODI-CRAC 2022, and the 2021 develop-
ment sets became training data.

The annotation effort involved in the creation of
these datasets led to the rethinking of several as-
pects of the ARRAU annotation scheme and, more
in general, of the handling of anaphora in dialogue
within Universal Anaphora. Aspects of particular
focus were the treatment of first and second per-
son pronouns, and more in general of deictic ref-
erence; and the treatment of referring expressions
involved in grounding (see (Poesio et al., 2024) for
some details). Also, the abundance of discontin-
uous markables in such corpora led to extending
the original UA scorer to handle such markables.

Some basic statistics about the CODI-CRAC
dataset are provided in Table 1. For each
dataset, the Table reports number of documents,
size in tokens, number of markables, and how
many of these are Discourse Old (Identity Coref-
erence) anaphors (DO), bridging references, and
discourse deixis. With a total of 214,625 tokens
and 60,993 markables, the CODI-CRAC dataset is
to our knowledge the largest dataset annotated for
anaphoric interpretation in dialogue in English. It
is also one of the largest datasets annotated for
bridging references.

The AMI, LIGHT and PERSUASION subsets are
freely available from the Shared Task Codalab site
and from the Universal Anaphora Github. SWITCH-
BOARD is distributed by LDC, like the copyrighted
subsets of ARRAU.9

6. The CorefUD collection

The COREFUD initiative (Nedoluzhko et al., 2022)
was launched in parallel with UA to build a col-
lection of corpora annotated with coreferential
and other anaphoric relations using a harmo-
nized schema and format. Its current version
COREFUD 1.1 (Novák et al., 2023) consists of 17
datasets for 12 languages in its publicly available
edition, plus 4 more datasets with non-public li-
cences. See Table 2 for the data sizes.

As its name suggests, COREFUD is inspired by
the Universal Dependencies (UD) project. Similarly
to UD, the aim is to continuously extend the col-
lection with new datasets and languages, which
can be directly utilized for training and testing au-
tomatic resolution systems. While the main fo-
cus is on harmonizing identity coreference, driven
primarily by the shared task co-organized by the
COREFUD authors (Section 8.2), the collection con-
tains also other anaphoric relations and phenom-
ena related to anaphora.

9ARRAU is also freely available to any group that pur-
chased the Penn Treebank and TRAINS-93 corpora from
LDC.
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train 20 11495 1804 3907 2132 143 74 381 72
LIGHT dev 21 11824 1790 3941 2181 147 62 424 84

test 38 22017 3596 7330 3770 234 156 812 128

train 7 33741 4396 8918 4579 327 243 853 230
AMI dev 3 18260 2552 4870 2350 144 143 638 118

test 3 16562 2004 3990 2007 151 95 432 118

train 21 9185 1513 2743 1242 121 68 248 95
PERSUASION dev 27 12198 1996 3697 1715 142 105 316 133

test 33 14719 2142 4233 2111 134 81 304 105

train 11 14992 2362 4024 1679 139 138 589 128
SWITCHBOARD dev 22 35027 5438 9392 3991 323 378 1165 265

test 12 14605 2296 3888 1606 143 172 464 107

Total 218 214625 31889 60933 29363 2148 1715 6626 1583

Table 1: Statistics about the CODI-CRAC 2022 corpus

Another relation to the UD project is COREFUD’s
strict compatibility with the CONLL-U format. It im-
plies that the COREFUD collection also includes UD-
like morphosyntactic annotation—either manual, if
available in the original sources, or generated us-
ing the UDPipe parser (Straka, 2018). With re-
gard to coreference and anaphora, COREFUD 1.0
can encode10 essentially the same information as
CONLL-UA, but this information is packed in the
MISC column, which makes it possible to pass
level 2 of the official UD validation.11 One remain-
ing difference is that COREFUD, being from its very
beginning designed to represent existing data in-
cluding dependency syntax, can capture zero ex-
pressions by stipulating ‘empty tokens’ and refer-
encing them using enhanced dependency graphs.
In contrast, CONLL-UA does not require depen-
dency layers and binds empty tokens to the sur-
face tokens by their relative position.

Combining morphosyntactic and anaphoric an-
notation is motivated not only pragmatically (popu-
larity of UD and standards for numerous technical
issues), but it is also grounded theoretically. For in-
stance, entity mentions often correspond to syntac-

10The file format used since COREFUD 1.0
(Nedoluzhko et al., 2022) is described at https:
//ufal.mff.cuni.cz/~popel/corefud-1.0/
corefud-1.0-format.pdf. Previous versions of
COREFUD used a different format.

11https://universaldependencies.org/
validation-rules.html#levels-of-validity.
Passing the higher levels is not possible with automati-
cally predicted POS tags and dependency relations.

tically relevant notions (e.g. noun phrase, subject),
some coreference relations are manifested mainly
by syntactic means (e.g. reflexive and relative con-
structions), and zero expressions (e.g. pro-drops)
are vital for coreference in many languages.

The COREFUD collection is accompanied with
API implemented within the Udapi framework12

(Popel et al., 2017) that facilitates manipulation
with the data in COREFUD format as well as its vi-
sualization.

7. The Universal Anaphora Scorer

The Universal Anaphora (UA) scorer is a Python
scorer for the varieties of anaphoric reference in
the scope of the Universal Anaphora catalogue.
The scorer builds on the original Reference Coref-
erence scorer 13 (Pradhan et al., 2014) developed
for use in the CONLL 2011 and 2012 shared tasks
on the ONTONOTES corpus (Pradhan et al., 2012)
and its reimplementation in Python by Moosavi,14

developed for the CRAC 2018 shared task (Poe-
sio et al., 2018). The first version of the scorer
(Yu et al., 2022b), used in the CODI-CRAC shared
tasks (Khosla et al., 2021; Yu et al., 2022a), cov-
ered identity reference, split antecedent plurals,
identification of non-referring expressions, bridg-
ing reference, and discourse deixis. This version

12https://github.com/udapi/udapi-python
13https://github.com/conll/

reference-coreference-scorers
14https://github.com/ns-moosavi/coval

https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/~popel/corefud-1.0/corefud-1.0-format.pdf
https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/~popel/corefud-1.0/corefud-1.0-format.pdf
https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/~popel/corefud-1.0/corefud-1.0-format.pdf
https://universaldependencies.org/validation-rules.html#levels-of-validity
https://universaldependencies.org/validation-rules.html#levels-of-validity
https://github.com/udapi/udapi-python
https://github.com/conll/reference-coreference-scorers
https://github.com/conll/reference-coreference-scorers
https://github.com/ns-moosavi/coval
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Catalan-AnCora 1,298 429 18 62 0 3 3 3 3 7
Czech-PCEDT 2,312 1,156 49 168 3 (3) (3) 3 3 3
Czech-PDT 3,165 835 47 155 32 (3) (3) 3 3 3
English-GUM 195 187 7 32 20 3 3 3 3 3
English-ParCorFull 19 11 0 1 0 3 (3) 3 3 7
French-Democrat 126 285 7 46 32 7 7 7 7 7
German-ParCorFull 19 11 0 1 0 3 (3) 3 3 7
German-PotsdamCC 176 33 1 3 3 3 3 7 3 7
Hungarian-KorKor 94 25 1 4 0 ? ? 7 ? 7
Hungarian-SzegedKoref 400 124 5 15 0 3 ? 7 3 3
Lithuanian-LCC 100 37 1 4 0 7 7 3 7 7
Norwegian-BokmaalNARC 346 246 6 27 48 ? ? 3 ? 3
Norwegian-NynorskNARC 394 207 5 22 40 ? ? 3 ? 3
Polish-PCC 1,828 539 22 83 106 3 3 7 3 3
Russian-RuCor 181 157 4 16 0 3 3 7 7 7
Spanish-AnCora 1,356 458 19 71 1 3 3 3 3 7
Turkish-ITCC 24 55 1 4 0 ? ? 7 ? 7

Dutch-COREA 844 140 3 9 25 3 3 7 3 3
English-ARRAU (ARRAU 1) 413 229 8 32 40 3 3 3 3 3
English-OntoNotes 3,493 1,632 51 209 0 3 7 7 3 7
English-PCEDT 2,312 1,174 39 139 15 (3) (3) 3 3 7

Table 2: CorefUD 1.1 statistics. The left part shows the number of documents, words, entities excluding
singletons, mentions (markables) excluding singletons, and singletons. All the numbers except for doc-
uments are reported in thousands. The right part shows which types of relations among mentions are
present in the data (in addition to identity). Brackets around the check sign mean that this kind of infor-
mation has not been completed manually within the annotation of coreference-related phenomena, but
it can be obtained from other annotation layers (mostly, from the syntactic annotation). The 4 datasets
in the bottom part are not released publicly because their licences do not allow redistribution.

was extended to include handling of discontinuous
markables in the COREFUD 1.0 scorer, developed
for the CRAC 2022 shared task. The Universal
Anaphora 2.0 scorer (Yu et al., 2023) merges the
two versions, and adds a scoring mechanism for
zero anaphors encoded using special symbols in
the markup layer, as done, e.g., in ONTONOTES.

7.1. Identity Reference

The scorer computes all major metrics for iden-
tity reference including MUC (Vilain et al., 1995),
B3 (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998), CEAF (Luo, 2005),
CONLL (the unweighted average of MUC, B3,
and CEAF) (Pradhan et al., 2014), BLANC (Luo
et al., 2014; Recasens and Hovy, 2011), and
LEA (Moosavi and Strube, 2016) scores. The
scorer preserves the settings used in the Refer-
ence Coreference scorer, and its scores are con-
sistent with those of that scorer. Three score-

reporting options are available: The first option
mirrors the evaluation used in the CONLL shared
tasks (Pradhan et al., 2012) which excludes single-
tons and split-antecedents from evaluation. The
second option was used in the identity anaphora
sub-task of the CRAC shared task (Poesio et al.,
2018). This evaluation includes singletons, but not
split-antecedents. Finally, the scorer can include
both singletons and split-antecedent anaphors, as
done in CODI-CRAC (Khosla et al., 2021; Yu et al.,
2022a).

7.2. Split Antecedent Anaphora

The evaluation metrics for split antecedent
anaphora proposed in previous work (e.g. Vala
et al. (2016); Zhou and Choi (2018)) are not
entirely satisfactory. The UA scorer implements a
new method for scoring split-antecedent anaphora
proposed by Paun et al. (2023), based on the idea



of treating the antecedents of split-antecedent
anaphors as a new type of mention, accommo-
dated sets–set denoting entities which have the
split antecedents as elements. So for instance, in
example (8), split-antecedent anaphor [They]1,2
is encoded as belonging to a coreference chain
whose first element is the accommodated set
{1,2} with the coreference chains for John and
Mary as elements. This extension to include
accommodated entities could be potentially used
to handle other types of anaphoric reference using
accommodation (Beaver and Zeevat, 2007), such
as context change accommodation (Webber and
Baldwin, 1992; Fang et al., 2021, 2022). See
Paun et al. (2023) for details.

7.3. Non-referring expressions
Non-referring expressions are not treated as sin-
gletons. Instead, non-referring expressions are
separated from identity references when inputted
to the scorer, using the SemType attribute. The
scorer can then compute an F1 score for non-
referring expressions only. The F1 score for non-
referring expression is reported separately from
the F1 scores for identity reference.

7.4. Discourse Deixis
The UA scorer supports the extension to discourse
deixis proposed in version 1.0 of the Universal
Anaphora specification by implementing an en-
tirely new approach to evaluation of discourse
deixis supporting the evaluation.

The implementation is based on the observation
that discourse deixis is similar to coreference, in
that both form clusters by linking the anaphors to
their antecedents. Another important similarity is
that in both cases we can have split-antecedent
anaphors that refer to multiple antecedents–in fact,
split antecedent reference is the norm for dis-
course deixis. The main difference is that, in coref-
erence, antecedents are introduced using nominal
phrases, whereas in discourse deixis they are in-
troduced using non-nominal phrases (segments).

In CONLL-UA, discourse deixis is specified
in the separate Discourse_Deixis layer,
but using the exact same attributes as the
Discourse_deixis column of the ‘exploded’
format, and the same attributes are used as for
the Identity column.

This representation enables the application of
coreference metrics to evaluate discourse deixis–
and given that our new scorer provides a way to in-
corporate split-antecedents into the standard met-
rics, split antecedent discourse deixis can be han-
dled as well. This is exactly how the UA scorer eval-
uates discourse deixis: it computes the same MUC,
B3, CEAF, CONLL, BLANC and LEA metrics as for
identity anaphora.

7.5. Bridging References
For bridging references, the scorer follows the ap-
proach introduced by (Hou et al., 2018). It re-
ports three scores: the two metrics computed
by the scorer used for CRAC 2018 shared task–
mention-based F1 and entity-based F1–and, in ad-
dition, anaphora recognition F1. Mention-based
F1 for bridging evaluates a system’s ability to pre-
dict the correct anaphora and the mention of the
anchor specified in the annotation. Entity-based
F1 is more relaxed than mention-based F1, and
does not require the system to predict exactly
the same mention as the gold annotation. In-
stead, a system’s interpretation is deemed cor-
rect as long as any mention of the correct anchor
(EntityAnchor) is found, as done e.g., in Poe-
sio et al. (2018). Finally, anaphora recognition F1
is used to assess the system’s ability to identify
bridging anaphors.

7.6. Discontinuous Markables
In CONLL-UA, discontinuous markables
can be used in both the Identity and
Discourse_Deixis columns by sharing the
MarkableID between the different sub-spans of
a discontinuous markable. The scorer can then
recognise the discontinuous markables from the
text. For example, if a discontinuous markable
consists of two continuous spans, the two spans
will have the same Identity column, e.g. same
EntityID, MarkableID, Min and SemType.

The COREFUD format does not assign IDs to
markables. Instead, each continuous part of a dis-
continuous markable is labeled by its ordinal num-
ber and the total number of parts in square brack-
ets just after the cluster ID: Entity=(10[1/2]
… Entity=10[1/2]) … Entity=(10[2/2] …
Entity=10[2/2]).

7.7. Strict and partial matching
The scorer provides two markable alignment
strategies during the evaluation: ‘strict’ and ‘par-
tial’. In a ‘strict’ setting markables are aligned
only if all parts of the discontinuous markables are
recognised correctly by the system. In the ‘partial’
setting, markables can be aligned using a speci-
fied fuzzy matching algorithm. To use the ‘partial’
matching, the Min/head span for each markable
needs to be specified in the key files.

7.8. Zero Anaphora
In both CONLL-UA and COREFUD format, zeros are
represented using the UD standard of empty nodes,
in which the first column (ID, word index) is indi-
cated using the decimal numbers. For instance, if
we have a zero anaphora right after a token whose
ID is 5, we index the zero with 5.1 instead of 6



used for a normal token. The scorer identifies the
zeros by the decimal indexing and has the option
to include zeros in the evaluation.

When zeros are included in the evaluation,
again we need to align them between the key and
response. Currently, alignment is based on the po-
sition of the zeros– i.e. zeros are aligned if they are
located in the same position in the sentences.

7.9. Formats

The scorer supports three formats: CONLL 2012,
CONLL-UA and COREFUD.

8. Shared Tasks

In the years since the launch of the initiative, two
shared tasks using data annotated according to
CONLL-UA have been run as a collaboration be-
tween the CODI and CRAC series of workshops in
2021 and 2022, and an additional one using data
from the COREFUD repository was run in collabo-
ration with CODI 2023. All these shared tasks used
versions of the Universal Anaphora scorer. In this
Section we briefly discuss these shared tasks and
the datasets employed in, or produced for, them.

8.1. The Shared Tasks on Anaphora
Resolution in Dialogue

CODI-CRAC 2021 and 2022 consisted of three tasks
covering identity anaphora, bridging anaphora,
and discourse deixis. The Universal Anaphora
scorer was used for all the tasks. In 2021, a to-
tal of 55 individual participants registered for the
CODI-CRAC shared task on CodaLab. Five teams
submitted results for Task 1, three submitted re-
sults for Task 2, and two submitted results for Task
3. In 2022, five teams submitted a total of 36 runs
to the official scoreboard.

8.2. The Shared Tasks on Multilingual
Coreference Resolution

The first edition of The Shared Task on Multilingual
Coreference Resolution was organized in associ-
ation with the CRAC workshop in 2022. Shared
task participants were supposed to both (a) identify
mentions in texts and (b) predict which mentions
belong to the same coreference cluster (i.e., refer
to the same entity or event). The public version
of CorefUD version 1.0 (Nedoluzhko et al., 2022),
i.e. 13 datasets for 10 languages (as described in
Section 6), was used as the source of the training,
development, and evaluation data; evaluation data
was published only without gold coreference anno-
tations. Five systems competed in the shared task
in 2022. The winner system (Straka and Straková,

2022) outperformed the baseline by 12 percent-
age points, in terms of the primary metrics aver-
aged across all datasets. More information about
the participating systems and their results can be
found in (Žabokrtský et al., 2022).

The second edition of the shared was organized
in 2023 and held with the CRAC workshop again,
and had a very similar scheme. The most impor-
tant differences were as follows: (1) this shared
task edition made use of CorefUD v. 1.1(Novák
et al., 2023) with 17 datasets for 12 languages, and
(2) the head-matching score was used instead of
partial matching. Seven systems competed in the
shared task in 2023, with the same team delivering
the winner system. See (Žabokrtský et al., 2022)
for a summary of the findings of the second edition.

9. Conclusion and Future Work

Phase 1 of the Universal Anaphora initiative has
achieved most of its initial goals, including the de-
velopment of markup formats suitable to encode
the anaphoric phenomena in its coverage in multi-
ple languages, and of a scorer that can be used to
evaluate models carrying out more complex forms
of anaphoric interpretation.

UA 2.0 has now begun, with no less ambitious
objectives. A first objective is to further develop
the markup in order to cover more aspects of
anaphoric interpretation, such as ambiguity and
quasi-coreference (Poesio and Artstein, 2005; Re-
casens et al., 2011; Poesio et al., 2013); further
specify the methods for marking in deictic refer-
ence in visual contexts, building e.g. on the pro-
posals in (Loáiciga et al., 2022); and several as
yet poorly understood aspects of anaphoric refer-
ence in dialogue. A second, and much harder, ob-
jective is to start attempting developing common
guidelines, as done in UD, ideally in collaboration
with the linguistic community. Finally, and as im-
portantly, we hope to expand our community to in-
clude more researchers, from the computational
and the linguistic fields.
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10. Limitations

The nature of this initiative is inherently incremen-
tal, along several dimensions. A number of as-
pects of anaphoric reference are still not captured
by the proposals made so far. Also, there still
are serious discrepancies among the annotation
guidelines used in the different corpora, that we
hope to address in the next phase of the initiative.
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